Introduction
The significance of corporate groups continues to increase, as well as their economic and political power. 1 The commercial world, as described by Hadden, "is now dominated both nationally and internationally by complex groups of companies", leaving the significance of the individual company as an outdated illusion that lost its importance in the 1920s and 1930s. 2 So-called subsidiarization is an effective corporate tool for parent companies to externalize the risk of, for example, tort liability through legally separate subsidiaries, though they derive profit from the very activities that generate the risk. 3 This issue comes to head when we address negative externalities. 4 The potential separateness between profit and risk has its origin in the extension of the corporate privileges of separate legal entities and limited liability from the individual company to also cover complex webs of companies constituting groups. The overarching question in the following is whether tort creditors, regardless of the corporate privileges, can have a standing in a lawsuit against a parent corporation for negative externalities of subsidiaries. The methodology used in this paper is comparative and based on examples from 24 jurisdictions. The chosen jurisdictions and their regulatory frameworks are to a great extent based on mapping papers provided in the Oslo (jus.uio.no/companies under Projects) . I am grateful to Beate Sjåfjell, Jukka Mähönen, Yuri Biondi and Janet Dine for insightful comments and questions that have improved the legal analysis significantly and to Tineke Lambooy for initial discussions on some of the issues raised in this paper. 1. Černič 2008, p. 71; Blumberg 2001, p. 297; Blumberg 2005 , p. 608. 2. Hadden 1984 .
The law suits in connection with asbestos mines and cigarette manufacturers are typical examples of shielding other affiliated companies from potential tort liability by subsidiarization; cf. Antunes 1994; Dearborn 2009, pp. 197-198. 4 .
In economics, a negative externality is the cost that affects a party who did not choose to incur that cost; see Buchanan & Craig Stubblebine 1962; Johnston 2012, p. 1.
international Sustainable Companies Project. 5 The analysis of parental liability regulation does not aim at an indepth comparative analysis, but rather to illustrate potential paths that are accessible in various jurisdictions to hold a parent company liable for their subsidiaries' externalities. 6 This can bring clarity to the variety of liability schemes and also contribute some ideas about what constitutes a sufficient solution to this global concern.
The main findings of this paper is that various liability schemes can be subdivided into 8 different categories of parental liability for externalities of subsidiaries. However, there appears to be constraints within all the categories in order for the plaintiff to be successfully compensated. The most important constraint that apply to all of the regulatory and judicial paths of parental liability is that the burden of proof rests on the plaintiff. The main conclusion is that there is a need of a shift in the burden of proof, and that there is a need of a more functional understanding of corporate groups in order to establish more solid principles and regulations for parental liability of externalities caused by a subsidiary. In section 2, I will start by setting the scene of the understanding of corporate shareholders and legal effects of corporate privileges. In section 3, I will present a structural analytical tool in order to systemize various liability approaches, which also provides the further structure of this paper. In sections 4 and 5, the possibilities and barriers in the domestic context are examined. Domestic regulation rarely covers the extraterritorial aspect where a parent company can be held liable for the conduct of its foreign subsidiaries by the extension of domestic regulations to a foreign dispute, and in sections 6 and 7, I therefore examine how such extraterritorial parental liability can be addressed in both a statutory and a judicial approach. Section 8 summarizes and offers some reflections.
5.
For more information, see <www. jus. uio. no/ companies under Projects> (accessed 6 January 2015). 6.
Even though the focus of this paper is on environmental externalities, other negative externalities can serve as an illustration of how these matters can be solved. Human rights offences are one example.
Setting the Scene: Corporate Shareholders and Corporate Privileges
Historically, the acceptance in the late 19th century of companies as shareholders, providing the possibility for them to own shares in other companies, gave the legal basis for group structures. 7 There is no uniform definition of corporate groups, and the concept covers the spectrum from highly centralized to largely diversified groups. 8 The two main concepts of group establishments are share ownership and control, where the former is more commonly accepted and defined than the latter. 9 As an example, we find this notion in the definition of multinational groups by the United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD), where a parent company is regarded "an enterprise that controls assets of other entities in countries other than its home country, usually by owning a certain equity capital stake". 10 A weakness with share ownership as a decisive factor for a group definition is that it is formalistic and can easily be manipulated by clever consultants. 11 Hadden explains the adoption of an equitybased group definition by the lawyers' need of a formalistic concept "for the purposes of the production of consolidated accounts, and the implementation of their taxation regimes". 12 However, as evident from, for example, the EU's Accounting Directive, accounting law has extended its definition of a parent company to contain not only the formal majority of equity definition but also de facto control that, in turn, can stem from an agreement between companies or individual shareholders. 13 The underlying rationale is that companies shall report on their factual economic relationships. It can be questioned whether company law lags behind, in this 7. Blumberg et al. 2005, § 3.04; Blumberg 2005, p. 607 . In the USA, New Jersey was the first state to allow corporations to own shares in other corporations in 1888, and in Europe, case law dated back to 1879 in France, 1877 in Germany and 1867 in the UK and refers to corporations' ability to own shares; cf. Antunes 1994 , pp. 33-36. 8. Vandekerckhove 2007 .
The concept of control can further be subdivided into, e.g. behaviour control and economic control; see Dearborn 2009, pp. 246-251. 10 . United Nations Conference on Trade and Development, Transnational corporations (TNC) . Available at <http:// unctad. org/ en/ Pages/ DIAE/ Transnational -corporations -(TNC). aspx> (accessed 2 September 14). 11. As observed by Dearborn: "Limited liability and veil piercing place excessive focus on corporate formalities, so much so that today's megacorporations with massive legal teams can carefully guard against liability by establishing subsidiaries and maintaining distinct corporate identities"; cf. Dearborn 2009 , p. 208. 12. Hadden 1983 , p. 2. 13. 2013 regard, when the most recognized definition of groups in companies acts still solely rests on the percentage of shareholding. A formalistic definition can lead to evasion of liability. Accordingly, the issue of companies as shareholders can be divided into, first, the question of whether share ownership is a sufficient criterion for group establishments and second, the problem that legislators and courts often fail to acknowledge the functional differences that may exist between various types of shareholders. 14 According to Strasser, this function difference is evident from the various aims of the investments, where the corporate shareholder's aim occasionally is to create, operate and dissolve subsidiaries "primarily as part of a business strategy in pursuit of the business goals of the larger enterprise, which the parent and all the subsidiaries are pursuing together". benefits of, for example, lenient environmental regulation, it should also be possible to hold the same corporate shareholder liable for the same activity that he is a beneficiary of. 19 In this way, Berle addressed the factual differences of corporate and private shareholders, arguing that the fiction of a formal understanding of corporate groups is a potential social-economic costly approach. The corporate liability shield, when extended to the corporate shareholder, only results in a cost on society to pay for the harms caused by risky subsidiaries' conduct, which is "especially expensive when the potential harms are greatest, for example, in industries involving ultrahazardous activities or those that potentially impose large human rights or environmental costs on the public and in areas that lack government safeguards or subsidization". 20 Berle's solution was to introduce 'enterprise liability' which would impose parental liability whenever the parent company directly profits from a subsidiary's conduct. 21 This approach has unfortunately not found sufficient support by domestic legislatures, meaning that the corporate shareholder still is equalized with other investors that in some circumstances only hold a minority shareholding by a portfolio investment. In addition to the privilege of limited corporate liability, individual group companies are due to prevailing entity theory regarded as independent legal entities treated separately from its shareholders. 22 In its strict sense, entity theory has led to an enhanced recognition of the principle of limited liability in common law jurisdictions. 23 Consequently, the parent company can, as a matter of company law, be held liable only on a very limited scale, mostly based on the scope of veil piercing, that I will return to in section 4. 24 Civil law jurisdictions have permitted corporate groups to evolve within the 19. Berle 1947 . 20. Dearborn 2009 , p. 200. 21. Berle 1947 . For use of different terms in this repect, see Biondi et al. 2007 , where what is here refered to as entity theory is refered to as legal person theory of the company, and what is here refered to as enterprise theory is refered to as entity theory (as in the firm as an entity Biondi et al. 2007; Strasser & Blumberg 2011 . 27. Blumberg et al. 2005 Blumberg 2001, p. 303. 28 . This is because the general veil piercing doctrine within common law jurisdictions happens "freakishly… [l] sation. 41 The overarching question in the following is therefore whether parent companies due to legal norms are potentially liable for negative externalities caused by subsidiaries, impacting third parties. The matrix presented in Figures 1 and 2 can serve as an analytical tool in order to systemize various liability approaches in a comparative perspective. The different layers of the liability model will also serve as the structure of this paper.
The matrix illustrates the complexity and varieties concerning legal regulation of parental liability for their subsidiaries' environmental externalities. First, parental liability for groups with solely domestically affiliated companies is distinguished from parental liability in a cross-jurisdictional context, the latter referred to as extraterritorial liability. However, the extraterritorial liability approach will in most cases stem from an extraterritorial reach of a domestic liability scheme. I will not address potential international standards that could be applied extraterritorial per se, but rather focus on the extraterritorial reach of some liability schemes found in the jurisdictions I have examined. Second, both in a domestic and extraterritorial context, parental liability can be divided into jurisdictions applying a statutory approach and jurisdictions applying a judicial approach. 42 Statutory approaches may be found notably in company acts and environmental and insolvency legislation. 43 In contrast, a judicial approach refers notably to the courts assessment and application of the veil piercing doctrine and in an extraterritorial context, an evolving legal trend referred to as foreign direct liability. 44 Third, both statutory and judicial approaches are divided into a fault-based (indirect) and non-fault-based (direct) parental liability. 45 In the indirect liability scheme, parental liability can be alleged within the concept of a duty of care, leaving the corporate privileges intact. 46 In the non-fault-based (direct) liability scheme, the corporate privileges are disregarded (or challenged), tugal (1986), 50 Hungary (1988) , 51 Slovenia (1993), 52 Albania (2008) 53 and Turkey (2012) . 54 Due to the status of the German regulation of corporate groups, I will start by examining the various liability schemes incorporated in the German Stock Corporation Act (GSCA), which codifies the Konzernrecht, and include examples from other jurisdictions to illustrate nuances in the indirect and direct liability approaches. Important in this regard is that the statutory liability approach mainly poses a duty for the parent to compensate the subsidiary, but not necessarily third parties such as tort creditors. Such internal and intragroup liability schemes will only take consideration of tort creditors after they have succeeded in achieving a claim against the tortfeasor (subsidiary), which, in turn, provides them with a legal claim against the subsidiary that can be considered part of that particular subsidiary's debt. 55 Thereby, the main difference between statutory regimes where parent companies owe a duty to compensate subsidiary's debt and a parental duty to compensate tort creditors of the subsidiary is the time perspective. In several jurisdictions, parental liability is only reflected by compensation of a subsidiary's debt. This, however, does not mean that tort creditors are excluded, but that such statutory regimes provides an additional barrier for the tort creditors -first having to be successful in achieving a claim against the subsidiary for a particular conduct and then succeeding in providing proofs of detrimental parental actions that caused the incident the tort creditor's claims stem from. Therefore, in the following, we regard the statutory liability schemes only referring to compensation of debt as a slow and expensive route for externality-liability, and we are especially interested in statutory approaches where also other creditors are within the scope of parental liability. Domestic statutory liability schemes can be divided into an indirect and direct parental liability for externalities of subsidiaries. The statutory indirect liability scheme is recognized by a detrimental transaction or conduct of the parent company that has caused a detrimental action by the subsidiary, and the applicable law provides a compensation scheme in the parent-subsidiary relationship. By contrast, the direct parental liability is recog- nized by liability based on a formal parent-subsidiary relationship, without a criterion of culpability or negligence by the parent. In Germany, we find both categories of statutory liability, depending on whether the group has concluded a contract formalizing the parentsubsidiary relationship, the factual versus contractual group. Whereas the former applies a statutory indirect liability, the latter applies a direct liability approach. 56 As already mentioned, the German Konzernrecht is normally understood to represent the most sophisticated domestic statutory liability scheme, providing a general parental liability for 'members of a group of companies' in both a factual and a contractual group. This intragroup liability is based on the assumption of the entire group as under a "common direction of the controlling enterprise", 57 which, in turn, provides a legal obligation of parental compensation for losses suffered by a subsidiary, based on a presumption of parental direction.
In de facto groups, the parent can only be held liable on a case-by-case basis where the claimant succeeds in providing proof of a detrimental parental interference and a causation link between this interference and the damages or losses sustained by the subsidiary, providing a statutory indirect liability scheme. 58 Similarly, in Lithuania 59 and Norway, 60 a causal link between an unfair shareholder action and the subsidiary's inability to fulfil its obligations is necessary to conclude parental liability. A domestic variation seems to be the content of the criteria for a causal link. For example, in Germany, the claimant would have to prove the precise parental conduct or instruction that constituted the detrimental action by the subsidiary, providing a strict burden of proof. Similarly, in the Norwegian Companies Act, the statutory indirect liability scheme stems from traditional culpability of the parent. In contrast to the indirect liability scheme in Germany and Norway, the Lithuanian Supreme Court has held that the actual role and possibility to influence the activity of the subsidiary are the core criteria to disregard corporate privileges, providing the grounds for a potentially broad parental liability approach. 61 An alternative broad liability approach can be found in jurisdictions like China, 62 Macedonia 63 and Ghana, 64 grounding the concept of veil piercing within company law but leaving the further interpretation of the concept to the courts. An innovative and potentially broad statutory indirect liability approach can be found in the Albanian Entrepreneurs and Companies Act introducing an environmental duty of care. 65 This approach can invoke liability where directors have failed to take decisions in the best interest of the company as a whole, paying "particular attention to the impact of its operation on the environment". 66 Thereby, as argued by Dine, the potential liability that stems from directors' fiduciary duties could facilitate parental liability towards tort creditors in a subsidiary, through the court's ability to "consider all the aspects of a business decision, including the long-term advantages of a group decision even if measured against short-term disadvantages -factors likely to influence the decisions of the independent directors of subsidiary companies, who cannot but respect their company's embeddedness in the group". 67 A statutory direct liability scheme applies for German contractual groups. These are recognized by their control agreements leaving the parent companies with farreaching control over the subsidiaries' operations, 68 with an equally far-reaching parental liability. The liability of contractual groups does not stem from company law principles, but rather as a potential consequence of concluding a control agreement. 69 As described by ReichGraefe, "the German stock corporation law applies a contractual response -a hybrid form of 'statutory-contractual' quid pro quo -which obliterates the parent company's limited liability as the contractual counterparty of its controlled subsidiary". 70 parent company to compensate the subsidiary's annual deficits during the contract period. 71 Inspired by the German Konzernrecht, a similar statutory direct liability scheme can be found in Portugal, where the Código das Sociedades Comerciais recognizes a broad parental right to direct the conduct of the subsidiary, 72 a parallel parental liability for covering the annual losses of the subsidiary, 73 and "a direct joint liability before subsidiary creditors for the settlement of unpaid debts". 74 Both the above-described German and Portuguese statutory direct liability schemes reflect the internal group relationship, narrowed to a parental duty to compensate for the subsidiary's debt. In Germany, other creditors are only considered whenever a so-called integration agreement is concluded in the parent-subsidiary relationship. 75 An integration agreement provides the parent with even more extensive rights than under conclusion of an ordinary contractual group, meaning that the parent can order the subsidiary to conclude a detrimental transaction or also potentially to endanger the existence of the subsidiary. 76 This approach seems to be in line with the stringent and severe liability scheme of the French proposal in the 1970s, the 'Proposition Cousté'. This proposal advocated a joint and several liability scheme for the parent company, based on a legal presumption of the existence of dominant influence when a company holds as little as 25 per cent or more of the voting capital. 77 Based on the presumption of dominant influence, creditors of the subsidiary could choose to bring proceedings "either against the subsidiary or the parent (…), irrespective of the event of default of the corporate debtor and even in the case that the debts have not originated from an actual exercise of the parent's control". 78 The proposal was, however, never formally adopted, leaving French courts to develop, elaborate and refine theories on groups of companies. 79 The French court's reasoning in cases involving harms caused by the business activities of French companies has led to another proposal for legislation in this respect, aiming at holding French companies liable both home and abroad for environmental and social impacts of businesses. 80 I will revisit the new French proposal in section 5 below concerning extraterritorial statutory approaches. 
Environmental Law
Environmental law applies different concepts than traditional company law in order to pin a parent to the mast for environmental damages. Various criteria apply in various jurisdictions, but generally, one can also divide parental liability in environmental law into direct and indirect liability schemes. A direct liability (or 'strict liability') can be found in, e.g. Finland, 82 Poland 83 and Brazil, 84 aiming at holding a parent liable regardless of culpability. In these jurisdictions, the legal personality may be disregarded whenever harms are caused to the quality of the environment. However, the plaintiff still has to succeed in providing proof of a sufficient connection between the conduct of the company/group and the caused damage. 85 Mähönen argues that competence, financial relationship and profit possibly gained by the tortious activity are core parameters in the consideration of this parental liability in Finland. 86 Such criteria indicate a dynamic enterprise approach instead of a solely formalistic parent-subsidiary relationship. This is in line with the general purpose of a strict environmental liability for corporate groups, aiming at seeking compensation for incurred damages by the subsidiary or by the parent company. 87 contrast to the direct environmental liability, the plaintiff will have to provide proof of parental culpability or influence or instruction as a decisive factor for the incurred damage. In Sweden, any legal person that exerts or has exerted a decisive influence on the environment-damaging activity can be held liable and denoted a principle of liability of the 'operator'. 90 This principle is inspired by EU environmental law, notably the Environmental Liability Directive, that concerns the "powers and duties of public authorities ('administrative approach') as distinct from a civil liability system for 'traditional damage' (damage to property, economic loss, personal injury)" for "pure ecological damage". 91 Tort creditors may therefore not build their legal claims on this directive since it explicitly states that private parties are not provided "a right of compensation as a consequence of environmental damage or of an imminent threat of such damage". 92 The purpose of the extended 'operator' approach found in Sweden is to hold the responsible company liable for its deliberate or negligent behaviour in line with the environmental principle of polluter pays, also for private parties. 93 However, this approach can only lead to parental liability in cases where the parent company itself is to blame. In contrast to the Swedish 'operator' approach, the US Supreme Court has, in the case of Bestfoods, 94 explicitly rejected the fact that corporations can be considered as 'operators' in the context of environmental hazardous waste, 95 leaving veil piercing as the sole option to address the parent company (as the owner of a subsidiary). 96
Main Constraints in the Domestic Statutory Approach
The two main weaknesses of the domestic statutory liability schemes for environmental externalities are first, the (general) lack of an extraterritorial aspect and second, the narrow focus of intragroup liability providing an unjustified barrier for tort creditors of subsidiaries to address the parent company. The lack of an extraterritorial aspect is problematic for environmental harm, such as pollution, which might easily have an extraterritorial impact. Further, a foreign parent company will not necessarily be targeted by domestic regulations, as is evident in, for example, the Court of Justice of the European Union's decision in Impacto Azul. 97 In this case, the question was whether the exclusion of foreign companies for liability claims in Portugal served as a restriction on the internal market. The Court held that Article 49 TFEU allows national legislation that "excludes the application of the principle of the joint and several liability of parent companies vis-à-vis the creditors of their subsidiaries to parent companies having their seat in the territory of another Member State", because the parent company can easily contract around this. 98 In effect, the geographical scope of the Portuguese liability scheme favours creditors with bargaining power against a parent company that can provide them with equal security in an extraterritorial context while leaving tort creditors with potentially no bargaining power at all, with the limitations set forth in a domestic statutory context. 99 One could say that the decision was not very surprising since the Portuguese legislation explicitly addresses solely Portuguese-affiliated companies. Thereby, an extension to foreign parent companies would be quite far-reaching and questionable as that would allow Portugal to regulate French companies. The latter indicates the need for an EU initiative in this respect and at the same time, that the EU law principle of subsidiarity presumably would be fulfilled in this regard. A second weakness of some of the domestic statutory regimes is the focus on intragroup compensation, such as in Germany and Portugal, resulting in a limited protection of the subsidiary's creditors. 100 Further, in certain cases, the creditors are excluded from suing the parent corporation unless the subsidiary is bankrupt. 101 If the subsidiary is bankrupt and the tort creditor is standing in a lawsuit against the parent company, the burden of proof still reflects a major barrier to succeed redress from the parent, especially when the relevant information concerning the parent's direction of the subsidiary mostly is found within the parent company's offices. This highlights the importance of legal initiatives such as the German integration agreement, the French proposal of a direct liability scheme available for third parties and strict environmental liability for corporate groups. While there are limited attempts within a domestic statutory context to address parental liability for tort creditors, my next question is whether domestic court has compensated for the legislators' lack of initiative in this respect, by the use of the 'piercing the corporate veil' doctrine.
97. Case C-186/12, Impacto Azul Lda v. BPSA 9 and Bouygues; Rammeloo 2014. 98. Case C-186/12, Impacto Azul, para. 39. 99. Even though the Court only answered a precise question of the applicability of the domestic legislation at hand, the legal effect would be that the extraterritorial dimension will exclude the use of the Portuguese liability scheme and that a similar protection of third parties only can be given by the conclusion of a contract between that third party and the company. 100. Singhof 1999 we find jurisdictions like China 112 and Ghana, where the courts in the latter jurisdiction are left with discretion to pierce "when it is just and in the public interest to do so". 113 The broadness of the latter approach potentially provides a domestic judicial direct liability. exercises such a high degree of control over the subsidiary that the separation is a mere façade or that the subsidiary has "no separate mind, will or existence of its own". 121 A similar extensive burden of proof can be found in, for example, the US case of Unocal, where the court held that "piercing the corporate veil could not be used to hold parent corporations liable for the torts or human rights abuses of their subsidiaries unless the evidence displayed such unity of interest between the corporate entities that they were functionally the same entity". 122 Further, the court substantiated a limited applicability of veil piercing by corporations' predictability in this respect, since the use of the doctrine, in the court's opinion, would unacceptably "invalidate the corporate forms commonly employed by a large number of U.S. domestic and international corporations… [and] initiate a sea of change in the way all American corporations do business". 123 The restrictive application of veil piercing based on an argument of businesses' predictability, rather than focusing on compensation of involuntary creditors, has led to a situation where, and as I will return to below in section 6, "claimants…began to initiate claims against parent companies on the basis that the parent owed them a direct duty of care" instead of struggling within the unpredictability of veil piercing. 124 The weakness of the domestic judicial approach is the prevalence of entity theory governed by principles of limited liability and recourse to the piercing of the corporate veil. The latter, in turn, without precise criteria, thereby leads to a lack of predictability for the corporate actors and affected parties. 125 The barrier constituted by the plaintiff's burden of proof for providing evidence of the corporate structure and the intragroup relations leads to an almost illusory path for tort creditors to be compensated by a parent company. By result, the domestic judicial approach only to a limited extent provides a sufficient solution for parental liability for tort claims by third parties.
Extraterritorial Statutory Parental Liability: Pioneering Examples
National borders pose no barrier to environmental damage. Therefore, there is a need for statutory approaches with the added aspect of extraterritoriality, aiming at regulating the corporate activity regardless of their state of incorporation. be achieved in various ways, and I will here describe three different approaches. 126 An extraterritorial statutory approach can be applied by conflict of law provisions, aiming at clarifying the domestic courts' jurisdiction in international conflicts. In addition to the well-established US Alien Tort Claims Act 127 where "tort…committed in violation of the law of nations or a treaty of the United States" can be prosecuted by US courts, the Turkish Companies Act provides a similar clarification on the forum "if either of the parent or the subsidiary is resident in Turkey", 128 and the same is valid in the Albanian Companies Act. 129 In result, the choice-of-law rules indicate that actions by both domestic parent and foreign parent companies that operate in the USA, Turkey or Albania through subsidiaries will be subject to these domestic liability schemes, providing creditors with a legal basis to sue foreign parent companies within the framework of the domestic provisions. 130 The above-mentioned jurisdictions apply an indirect parental liability scheme in this respect, presuming a direct link between the parent's conduct and the occurred losses. Within the EU, the Rome II Regulation gives a tort claimant that succeeds in providing proofs of detrimental parental behaviour an extraterritorial statutory right to seek compensation, if the claimant can find a sufficient national scope for parental liability. 131 Article 7 provides plaintiffs of environmental damage claims a choice of law between (i) lex loci damni (place of the injury) and (ii) lex loci delicti (place of the tortious act). The understanding of the latter was further interpreted in the landmark Bier case 132 by clarifying that victims of environmental degradation can sue the polluter in home court, place of pollution and the place where the injury was caused. Another extraterritorial statutory approach can be found in the Albanian Companies Act, where group liability mirrors the recognition of an enterprise. This means that whenever a group is legally accepted, 133 parallel enterprise liability is established if the parent or a subsidiary is registered in Albania, providing an extraterritorial statutory direct liability scheme. This liability scheme encompasses all of the affiliated companies, not 126. In addition to the approaches mentioned here, choice of law, concept of control and a duty of care, international investment treaties and regulation could presumably also provide some scope of investor liability, but that is beyond the scope of this paper. 133. This depends on whether there is an equity group or control group and the exact moment when the criteria for group structure are met.
just the parents' potential liability towards subsidiaries. 134 In result, anyone (natural or legal person) who can invoke a tort claim is to be regarded as a creditor to the entire corporate group, resulting from their claims, and such a case can then be brought before the Albanian court. 135 Even though the concept of control as a decisive factor for group liability is somewhat vague and will most probably vary in its application throughout various jurisdictions, we find a common use of the control concept within several US statutory provisions. 136 The doctrine of control found in the USA was first developed under the 'New Deal' regime in 1933. Control was seen as the predominant enterprise principle, acknowledging the interrelated connection between affiliated companies. As noted by Blumberg, the doctrine "was further strengthened by expansion of the sweep of liability so that it included not only the corporation 'controlling' the corporation violating the statute (the parent corporation) but also the corporations that were 'controlled by' the violator (subsidiaries), as well as corporations that were 'under common control' with the violator (sister subsidiaries and affiliates)." 137 In other words, the question of liability rests on the companies related to the violation and thereby a functional rather than a conceptual concept of enterprise accountability and liability. have to wait for further decisions in order to conclude whether there is a consistent shift in the court's opinion concerning extraterritoriality or whether the Kiobel case is more of a bump in the road. Finally, there is an interesting new extraterritorial proposal in France, which also addresses parent companies, subsidiaries and supply chains. 139 The proposed liability scheme builds on a parental duty of care, and liability may arise from business activity that causes harm to the environment or social concerns such as human rights violations. An interesting perspective of the proposal is that:
[The] Presumption of liability is not conclusive and the company may be exempt from liability if it proves that it was not aware of any activity that may have a potential impact on fundamental rights or if it proves that it made every effort to avoid it. 140
As noted by Taylor, this is in reality a due diligence provision, providing for due diligence as a defence and thereby shifting the burden of proof from the tort creditors and onto the companies. 141 Due diligence procedure is familiar within the context of international soft law mechanisms such as the UN Guiding Principles and the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. The inclusion of these existing legal mechanisms into statutory provisions with extraterritorial reach is a potential successful path for the domestic legislatures to fill the regulatory gap of group liability. It still remains to be seen whether this extraterritorial parental liability scheme will be adopted. However, it serves as an interesting proposition to bridge the definition of responsibility for business activity with the international standard of due diligence as enforcement mechanism, in order to provide an extraterritorial solution to the global concern of group liability. The examples mentioned reflect the possibility of including the aspect of extraterritoriality either by choice-of-law provisions in company law, by an enhanced recognition of the doctrine of control or by a factual understanding of responsibility of the business activity as a whole -regardless of national borders. However, the solution offered by the choice-of-law mechanism in Albania and Turkey could be seen as having a negative impact on company registration, resulting in being perceived as less favourable jurisdictions within which to register an affiliated company. This emphasizes the importance of a proper understanding of multinationals as interlinked, controlled units, where the appropriate liability scheme should focus neither on national affiliated companies nor on a formalistic assessment of registration or shareholdings. The French proposal for legislation can be an example to follow, by its factual understanding of responsibility based on business activity. Further, the proposed shift of burden of proof in France by due diligence as a defence can serve as an important mechanism to operationalize an extraterritorial group liability scheme. 2. The parent has, or ought to have, superior knowledge on some relevant aspects of health and safety in the particular industry; 3. The subsidiary's system of work is unsafe as the parent company knew or ought to have known; and 4. The parent knew or ought to have foreseen that the subsidiary or its employees would rely on its using that superior knowledge for the employees' protection. 146 The basic premise for applying the four-part test is a requirement of 'relevant control' in the parent-subsidiary relationship. erence to an underdeveloped court system in the country of the subsidiary, and the parent company could thereby be sued in the UK for its subsidiary's actions. 153 A broad recognition of group liability in hazardous tort claims can be found in, for example, India, in the rare case of M.C. Mehta v. Shriram Food and Fertilizer Industries, where the Court in 1987 adopted an absolute standard of extraterritorial direct judicial parental liability:
[A]n enterprise…engaged in a hazardous or inherently dangerous industry…owes an absolute and nondelegable duty to the community that no harm results to any one on account of the dangerous nature of the activity it has undertaken…If the enterprise is permitted to carry on the hazardous or inherently dangerous activity for its profit, the law must presume that such permission is conditional on the enterprise absorbing the cost of any accident. 154 Many of the FDL cases are settled in out-of-court agreements, missing a determinative opportunity to hold a foreign parent accountable for the tortious behaviour of its subsidiaries. 155 One of the reasons for out-ofcourt settlements in these cases is probably the overall constraints related to FDL claims. These are the questions of jurisdiction, of choice of law and of statutory provisions in environmental and corporate law as well as procedural questions. 156 Additionally, there are national varieties that presumably will lead to a lack of predictability. There can, for example, be differences in the court's willingness to accept cases where the connection with the forum can be questioned, jurisdictions applying forum non conveniens dismissing cases based on its relation to the jurisdiction of the court, 157 and also the differences in domestic legislative approaches towards parental extraterritorial liability. As an example of the former, UK courts seem quite open-minded in terms of hearing cases with an extraterritorial aspect. This is evident in, e.g. parties and the ends of justice". 161 This broad approach and willingness to hear cases with extraterritoriality seem to be in contrast to the recent decision by the US Supreme Court in Kiobel -albeit that this case was based on the statutory regulations in ATCA and not tort law principles as in the foreign direct liability cases. 162 Regardless of the constraints, the significance of tort claims in this regard is the use of different parameters to address liability than those found within corporate law. 163 As a result, the courts have created a possibility to explore a potential extension of parental liability, even though there are several obstacles to overcome in order to successfully be compensated by the foreign parent. 164 Despite these obstacles, Zerk optimistically predicted a bright future for extraterritorial parental liability (before the Kiobel case), represented by the:
Sharp increase in the number of 'foreign direct liability' claims' including 'a number of prominent home states (…)' e.g. 'the UK, the USA, Australia and Canada', and that several factors can provide further FDL litigation, such as high profile of CSR, media interest and the 'financial and procedural advantages offered by many of these home state courts over foreign ("host state") alternatives (such as contingency fee representation or the possibility of class actions) '. 165 Foreign direct liability has been identified as an evolving legal trend, and the increasing willingness of national courts to try these cases provides room for a potential new liability scheme that perhaps will facilitate a factual recognition of the activities of corporate groups.
Summary and Future Prospects
The significance of corporate groups is evolving, with increasing economic and political power. Limited liability of shareholders as a feature of the modern corporation was never created to protect control and opportunism. Multinational groups are expanding and entering into new markets using the advantages provided by the corporate privileges of separate legal personality and limited liability. Corporate and economic development should, however, be mirrored in satisfactory liability schemes, especially for involuntarily creditors. There are plenty of suggestions of how to shift over to a liabili- 161. Ibid., para. 71. 162. Kiobel v. Royal Dutch Petroleum Co., 133 S. Ct. 1659 -Supreme Court 2013 . For specific environmental damages, there are already a number of international treaties enforceable. 164. As examples, I can mention the high costs, difficulties for the courts that in some cases would have to apply foreign tort law, procedural difficulties based on the extraterritorial aspect of these cases, the fact that few lawyers have competence, etc. 165. Zerk 2006, pp. 198-199. ty scheme that reflects the gain of corporate groups, on the one hand, and their liabilities on the other. In order to hold a foreign parent liable for its subsidiaries' externalities, one must be able to bypass the corporate privileges of separate legal entity and limited liability and also find a basis for the claim in the applicable choice of law. With the Albanian and Turkish Companies Acts as rare pioneering examples, and the French solution only a proposal, we are mostly left with judicial piercing in the extraterritorial context. Judicial piercing, leaving domestic courts with varying degrees of discretion and most often legitimated through a company's shareholding, does not provide sufficient predictability to address parental liability. There is a need for a functional rather than a conceptual approach in this respect, where all elements of corporate groups are brought together in order to evaluate its operations and liability. The concept of 'control' can provide us with a key in this regard. Strasser and Blumberg have proposed a modern enterprise theory where a factual concept of group recognition is merged with the underlying policies and purposes of the legislation at hand. The application of the modern enterprise theory in cases of, e.g., environmental degradation would provide courts with discretion to scrutinize the purpose of the invoked environmental legislation and thereby potentially conclude parental liability based on proper fulfilment of the legislation at hand. Thereby, the theory bypasses the notion of separate legal entities and limited liability aiming at fulfilling, e.g. compensation purposes found in environmental law. Nevertheless, this would only happen if the factual relationship between the parent and subsidiary is closely interlinked and they function as an integrated economic unit. In that case, parental liability could be a possibility. Furthermore, the foreign direct liability cases brought before the courts reveal an evolving willingness, also within common law jurisdictions, to apply a broader factual notion of the enterprise, rather than a strict application of the entity theory. However, the burden of proof left with the claimants in these cases will most likely result in a barrier to successfully address parent companies. Therefore, one could suggest a shift in the burden of proof, like in the French proposal, leaving the parent company to "bring evidence as to whether the challenged decisions [or occurred environmental damage] have originated from its control or were taken autonomously by the subsidiaries". 166 Antunes calls this shift in burden of proof a 'floating and flexible' liability scheme, which is targeted to compensate for the difficulties the burden of proof can represent for the claimants. 167 A shift in the burden of proof could presumably narrow the effect of the corporate privilege of limited liability, leaving the parent with liability if sufficient evidence is not provided indicating otherwise. This could be offered through due diligence procedures and there- by also facilitates an enterprise theory where consideration of the interests involved can be dealt with in advance and not solely in retrospect through liability schemes. 168 Still, there are too many uncertainties and constraints to sufficiently address parental liability, especially in an extraterritorial context. This indicates a need for legislative reform at an international level, where important mechanisms such as a basic rule of parental burden of proof for externalities of subsidiaries are one of the key features. Groups were the preferred corporate structure already in the 1920s and 1930s. Berle called for a theory of group liability for mass torts, human rights violations and environmental harm in the 1940s; Blumberg, amongst others, questioned the lack of group regulations in the 1980s, and still, in 2015, there is a lack of a functional group liability scheme based on recognition of the economic reality of a parent-subsidiary relationship. It may therefore be suggested that legislative action is long overdue.
